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Abstract 
Original techniques of spectral optical analysis are presented. They are based on acoustically-generated dynamic Bragg gratings: 
unsteady, inhomogeneous, double space-split. They are capable of express-analyses of light radiation, light pulses transformation, 
optical signal differentiation, and imaging. This approach generates a new family of optical instruments, which are acoustically-
controlled.  
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1. Introduction 
Dynamic Bragg gratings generated by acoustic waves are the key elements of acousto-optical (AO) devices, 
which are capable to control and transform the optical radiation: modulators, deflectors, tunable filters. Modern 
digital technologies for signal generation and control give potential to synthesize radiofrequency signal of almost 
any form, and, thus, to produce the acoustic field of rather complex profile. In this way one can create a dynamic 
volume diffraction grating with a prescribed frequency, amplitude and phase distribution along the grating. The 
instrument functions (IF) of such gratings provide some specific features. They give a chance of development of 
acousto-optical spectral and dispersive devices of new kind based on new technologies of spectral analysis and 
processing.   
We consider two groups of instruments: I – modulation devices with rather complex profile of acoustic field; II – 
double-grating devices.         
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2. Modulation-type spectral instruments  
A variation of the driving radiofrequency (RF) signal generating an acoustic wave with a piezotransducer is a 
technique for dynamic creation of variable inhomogeneous grating. Two types of dynamic Bragg grating can be 
generated: A) time-variable and B) spatial inhomogeneous. 
Ⱥ. A grating of the first kind oscillates slowly and therefore keeps homogeneity across the crystal and, thus, its 
instrument function  holds classical form H(ν) = sinc2[(ν-νf)/δνcl)], where sinc(x) ≡ sin(x)/x, δνcl ∼ L-1 – bandwidth 
of AO tunable filter (AOTF), which is reciprocal to acousto-optic interaction length L, νf – optical frequency of 
AOTF bandpass tuning by ultrasound frequency  f. This approach is applicable to following tasks. 
1. For global linear spectrum scanning νf (t) = ν0 +ν't  in total spectrum measurements I(ν). 
2. For local linear spectrum scanning when tuning at spectrum emission line Ⱦɥɹ ɥɢɧɟɣɧɨɝɨ ɫɤɚɧɢɪɨɜɚɧɢɹ ɜ 
ɧɟɛɨɥɶɲɨɦ ɢɧɬɟɪɜɚɥɟ ɫ ɰɟɥɶɸ ɤɨɧɬɪɨɥɹ ɩɨɥɨɠɟɧɢɹ ɷɤɫɬɪɟɦɭɦɚ. 
3. In classical modulation spectroscopy for periodical variation of wavelength: νf (t) = ν0 + Δν⋅sin(ωmt), 
(ωm << 1/τtr, τtr = L/Vac – transit time. 
4. For periodical variation of wavelength 2 Δν which is wider than the bandwidth Δν > δν when controlling the 
spectral interval.  
This approach is used in AOTF spectrometers with a variable bandwidth [1]. 
B. Another type of gratings are inhomogeneous ones as a characteristic time of modulation is much shorter than a 
transit time (1/ωm << τtr). The instrument function has non-classical shape. And two different approaches are 
effective.  
1. One can generate such a grating profile S(x-Vact), which provides the instrument function of necessary form 
H(ν).  However, the grating can be created for a short moment (Δt << τtr), therefore this approach require a 
stroboscopic mode of detection. Quite different profiles of amplitude frequency and phase can be generated for 
realization of different instrument functions [2], which form limited only by the restriction of finiteness of its 
Fourier-transform [3,4]. Apart of spectral application, this approach can be used for effective transformation of 
ultra-short light pulses [5],  in particular, their compression [6]. 
This approach is applied to AOTFs with variable instrument function [7], which are based on fast linear 
frequency modulation. In this case the frequency rate ν' determines the bandwidth: δν = max(δνcl , ν'τtr). 
2. One can use a fact that a time-periodical grating ɪɟɲɟɬɤɚ S(t+tm) = S(t) produces a time-periodical output 
current of photodetector i(t+tm) = i(t), which can be expanded in series of harmonics i(t) = Σip cos(p ωmt),  
ωm=2π/tm ,  p = 0,1,2,…,  each having a specific instrument function Hp(ν):  ip(νf) = ³ Hp(ν-νf) I(ν) dν [8]. These IF 
are sign-reversing functions so they are capable of detection of differential properties of the spectrum (for example, 
i1(ν) ∼ dI(ν)/dν). It is used for development of new spectroscopic technique, which is differential spectroscopy with 
random spectral access [9].  
3. Double-crystal acousto-optical spectral instruments 
The effect of double consecutive AO interaction can exhibit itself in different ways. The pair of collinear 
AO cells placed in series is sensitive to phase difference of two optical components having orthogonal polarizations 
in the gap inter the cell [10]. For a specific phase difference, which can easily satisfied with help of RF generator, 
one can increase the effective AO interaction length two times compared with a single AO cell, thus, doubling the 
spectral resolution  ν/δν ∼ L. 
A pair of AOTFs in tandem configuration provides double spectral filtration H(ν) = sinc4[(ν-νf)/δνcl)] and, 
therefore, bandwidth narrowing in 1.4 times and an order sidebands suppression [11]. However, practical realization 
requires solution of several problems considered below. 
1. Acousto-optical cells of both the filters must be identical [11] to avoid the mismatch of bandpasses due to 
different spectral tuning characteristics ν(f). A specialized technology was developed based on simultaneous AO cell 
production from a single crystal boule. 
2. An optimum length ratio  L2:L1 ≈ 1.5 can additionally decrease the level of sidebands [11] with maxima of the 
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first AO cells intersect with minima (zeros) of the second one. This characteristic is of practical importance as the 
spectrogram near the edges of spectral range can be distorted in case of appreciable “tails” of IF [2,12]. 
3. An important task for AOTF designing is defining the requirements to polarizers, which provide the selection 
of the diffracted light. The analysis show that the most critical is the quality of the input polarizer. Also an 
inaccuracy of it adjustment should be less than that of the intermediate and output polarizers.       
The separate branch of spectral technologies is the spectral imaging. It provides visualize the spatial distribution 
of physical, chemical, biological, and medical characteristics of objects. A combined analysis of several images of 
the same structure requires their mutual precise superimposing. The only regular way to solve this common problem 
is to develop aberration-free imaging system. But it is not an easy problem due to significant aberrations of AOTFs, 
which is non-classical optical element.  
4. The most principle approach is development of the double AOTF monochromator, which second AOTF 
compensates the aberrations of the first AOTF. It was realized in the configuration with a pair of identical AOTFs, 
the second AOTF being rotated at 180° in the plane describing by the direction of propagation and optical axis 
[11,13]. This configuration is grounded on the theory of imaging transformation via AO diffraction [14-16]. 
On the platform of double compensated AOTF there were developed AO microscopic unit [17] and AO 
endoscopic unit [18].  
4. Conclusion 
Capabilities for Bragg grating generation via acoustic waves control are not limited by two discussed types of 
instruments. For example, new bi-channel and multi-window IF can be created with bi-frequency and multi-
frequency ultrasound. Though the approaches are inappropriate in generation continuous window of the twice 
bandwidth (due to beating effect [19]), but such an approach can be used for synthesis of wide-range bandpass by 
the merge of two windows widened with linear frequency modulation [20] because in this case the effect of beating 
is  located in the narrow boundaries. 
Another example of non-classical approach to Bragg grating using is a diffraction of a pair of light beams leaving 
the object at different angles [21]. This approach is applicable for detection of spectral stereo-imaging.  
Thus, dynamic acoustically controlled Bragg gratings give birth to a family of new instruments of spectral 
analyses. 
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